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Super Bright LED Illuminated 
Sight for Daytime and
Nighttime Operation

MEPRO
EVERGREEN™

MEPRO EVERGREEN™ is a super bright LED based 
illuminated sight for day, night, and lowlight conditions. The 
MEPRO Evergreen improves target acquisition time, allowing 
the user to put rounds on the target faster.

In any light, the shooters target acquisition is improved as a 
result of the color contrast between the front and rear sights. 

The super bright LED light source inserted into both front 
and rear metal housing, ensure a clear sharp illuminated 
three dot sight picture.

Based on an illuminated sight patent, The MEPRO 
EVERGREEN™ has an exceptional power source which 
ensures constant and reliable use of 5 consecutive years 
of operation. The MEPRO EVERGREEN™ does not contain any 
hazardous material and complies with European standards.

ILLUMINATED SIGHTS • 

›  Super Bright LED light source

› 5 years of continuous operation

› Colored front sight ring for fast target acquisition

› No switches. Always On. Always Ready.

› Fits most standard holsters

›  Complies with European standards; No Hazardous

Proven advantages:

Responding to users need, our MEPRO EVERGREEN™ 
models are available for various pistols.

Front Sight 
Options

Rear Sight 
Options

Orange Ring
& Green LED

Super Bright 
Green LED

U Shape 
(no illumination)

Yellow Ring
& Green LED

Green Ring
& Green LED

Available combinations:

MEPRO FL 
BULLSEYE™

The MEPRO FL BULLSEYE™, powered by fiber-optics and an 
integrated battery. Like the MEPRO FT BULLSEYE™ , It enables 
optimal brightness during day, low light and at night.

The advanced sight features a light sensor that automatically 
adjusts to changing light conditions providing the shooter with 
a bright point of aim at all times. 

The low-profile design allows the shooter to pull the gun 
from the holster without having to worry about snagging a 
shirt or jacket. It simply installs in the pistol’s dovetail and 
fits most holsters. 

› Simple and easy installation on existing pistol slide

› 5 years of reliable operation with interchangeable power
source

› Complies with European and US standards; No
hazardous materials

Proven advantages:

Innovative Fiber-LED 
Optical Pistol Sight
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